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I. INTRODUCTION

P
ROVIDING a three dimensional impression in multimedia applications is a challenging task that requires to properly study the sender/receiver interactions. The end-to-end system (i.e., with capture, description, coding, transmission, decoding, display, see for example [1] , [2] ) sensibly varies depending on the target applications. This is especially true for the display configuration that strongly impacts on the design of the system. The actual configuration of the system has an influence on the definition of quality, where the sensation of immersion takes an important place. While a stereo display directly gives a 3D feeling to the user, a 2D display rather leads to the sensation of looking around objects in the presence of high quality interaction. In this work we assume that the receiver uses a 2D display and we consider the problem of compressing the multiview sequences for interactive delivery. The coding of these multiview sequences have been widely explored in the scenario where the whole set of frames for all views is transmitted together to servers, edge-servers or client directly. In this configuration, increasing the coding efficiency leads to better exploitation of the interdependencies between the frames. This could be done by extending the motion estimation to inter-view prediction [3] , [4] . In some approaches, the inter-frame correlation is exploited using the geometry of the scene, e.g., with depth images [5] . Therefore, novel algorithms have been proposed lately to improve the depth information compression [6] , [7] and to smartly balance the rate dedicated to texture and geometry information [8] , [9] .
Multiview video coding (MVC) schemes bring however strong dependencies between the frames due to predictive coding in the view and time directions. This implies that the extraction of a subset of frames from the multiview bitstream is hardly conceivable; it therefore limits the possibility of using an MVC solution for interactive delivery of multiview videos. One needs to define alternatives to the classical prediction structure of MVC. This can be achieved by limiting the dependencies in the multiview video coding algorithm, or by sending additional information to help navigation at the decoder. There exists a compromise between the level of interactivity (system delay, image quality, frame rate, number of available views, etc.) and the cost of this interactivity service (bandwidth or storage size). As this application typically targets simple devices such as mobile, TV decoder, personal computer, they should not involve too much complexity at the decoder side. However the majority of the existing interactive systems do not pay attention to the computational cost of the decoding algorithm, for example in the synthesis of virtual views. In contrary to what is stated in the majority of the papers related to interactive view switching systems, the design of synthesis algorithms is not obvious. One major issue is the consistency between the rendered image and the neighboring frames. In the MVC framework, this is usually handled by using the neighboring frames [10] for comparison and quality improvement. However, in interactive applications, these neighboring frames are not available and there is nowadays no solution to this consistency problem. However, generating good quality synthesized views and smooth transitions between the cameras is important to create a "look around effect". The latter is necessary to give the impression of immersion in the scene when the stereoscopic display is not available at the receiver, which is our assumption in this work.
In this paper, we propose a new system for multiview video transmission, which enables both a low complex interactivity and acceptable temporal and inter-view consistency. This original scheme is based on the idea of transmitting additive information in order to help the decoding process at the receiver. In the classical video coding schemes, the additive information (or residual information) is usually transmitted to enhance the decoding quality. Here we propose to study the cost and the efficiency of this residual information to decrease the complexity of interactive decoders. Our focus is to study the balance between rates, navigation capabilities and complexity in interactive multiview systems. For that purpose, we build a complete scheme that provides a very satisfying interactivity with low complexity and good viewing experience. We propose to construct and code residual frame information at the server which is used for interactive navigation at the decoder. We define a rate-distortion effective encoding of this information using the user behavior models. We finally show by extensive experiments that our scheme is a valid solution for low complexity interactive navigation systems, and presents an effective trade-off between interactivity and system resources.
The paper is organized as follows. We first introduce in Section II the original idea of our system that consists in encoding some additive residuals (called E frames) in order to help the decoder to reduce the calculation costs due to navigation. In Section III, we detail the complete system that permits the transmission of the multiview video and the E frames. Then, we propose in Section IV some rate-distortion optimization of our system. Finally we show in Section V the performance of our system with extensive experiments.
II. LOW COMPLEXITY VIEW SYNTHESIS
A. Framework
The target of the proposed system is to deliver to a receiver (or to multiple receivers) a video sequence acquired in a multiview system with a fixed number of color+depth cameras. In addition the user should be able to choose the view and to change the viewpoint. In other words, the receiver only displays a 2D image on a classical video decoder. This image corresponds to one viewing angle in the multiview framework, and the user has the possibility to ask the server to change the viewpoint. The system thus has the objectives of minimizing the delay between the request and the actual viewpoint modification, of providing a high visual quality, of enabling the user to choose between a large number of viewpoints, of minimizing the required rate, and of finally keeping the decoding complexity at a reasonable level. This last requirement leads to non-classical system design, where the server has to prepare additional information used for interactivity.
B. Requirements Posed by Interactivity
For good visual quality, an interactive multiview system has to enable smooth transitions between the different views requested by the user, which is motivated by the need of immersion in the scene. This is called the look around effect [5] and requires a very high number of available views at the decoder. On the one hand it is important to propose a large amount of neighbor views to the user in order to satisfy this desire of immersion; on the other hand increasing the number of cameras is quite costly in terms of hardware. Smooth navigation thus comes through the generation of virtual views at the decoder. Usually, a virtual view synthesis (VVS) algorithm is composed of two steps: i) prediction and ii) error concealment. The prediction step consists in estimating the displacement of each pixel from the reference image to the target virtual view , using depth information . This operation is well described in [5] , [10] , [11] or [12] . The general idea of the process is to first project a pixel in the image plane coordinate (2D), then to the camera coordinate (3D) using depth information and intrinsic camera parameters, and finally to the world coordinate (3D) using the extrinsic camera parameters. In a second part, the inverse process is performed, and the pixel is projected from the world coordinate to its position in the virtual view with the target camera parameters. At the end, we have . If two reference cameras are used for VVS, the above projection is performed once for every camera; a fusion algorithm merges both projection results by considering distances to the reference cameras. This process leaves some holes in the image due to occlusions. They are usually filled by applying an inpainting algorithm, called
. Inpainting algorithms [13] have been generally used in order to conceal image areas affected by manual object removal or any other type of local degradation. Some works have proposed adaptation of inpainting techniques to the occlusion filling problem [14] , [15] ; they use depth and neighboring view information in order to generate estimations that lead to time and view consistency in the reconstructed images. It finally reads if s.t. otherwise.
(
This classical VVS algorithm structure however has two major limitations that are generally not taken into account in the literature. First, the dense projection (pixel-based operation) and the inpainting algorithms (block-matching algorithm) are both very complex for a low power decoder [16] . Secondly, if the hole filling algorithm does not use any information taken from the neighboring frames, it reconstructs the images without really guaranteeing temporal or inter-view consistency. Yet, it is commonly admitted that flickering effects (due to inconsistency between frames) are very damageable for the visual quality. Instead of relying purely on VVS with received frames, the decoder thus requires some additional information transmitted by the encoder in order to enable a high quality reconstruction with possibly lower computational requirements. Finally, the implementation of an effective interactive system leads to a trade-off between transmission rate, visual quality and computational complexity at the decoder.
C. E Frames
Based on the observations from the previous section, we propose to build and transmit auxiliary information in order to help the decoder for the creation of virtual views. This additional information needs to be simple to decode, unlike the hash information streams considered in some other schemes [17] . With this additional information, part of the calculation that is usually performed at the user side is shifted to the encoder. We call the additional information as E frames, , which are built on residual information (see Fig. 1 ). In other words, the estimated virtual view is the sum of an estimation and a correction . The idea of transmitting residual information to help the decoder has already been explored in the literature, but with the purpose of enhancing the decoding efficiency. We can cite for example the classical motion compensation residual in most of the common video codecs [18] , [19] . We also refer to the layered depth video format [20] , [21] , where correction information resulting from depth-image based rendering (DIBR) is also considered. In all these methods the residual information is sent for quality enhancement and not necessarily for lowering the computational requirements at decoder. The residual construction is however similar so that our scheme is compatible with the classical decoders: the decoder is simulated at the encoder side and the residual information is the difference between the low complexity decoded version without auxiliary information and a "good quality" version of the signal ( Fig. 1(a) ).
The first idea for complexity reduction at the receiver side is to remove the very complex occlusion filling step, , from the decoding operation (right part of Fig. 1(b) ). In other words, is no longer calculated with (1) but becomes equal to where:
and if s.t. otherwise.
The frame e is calculated at the encoder and transmitted to the decoder. Some preliminary results have been given in [22] . The extended study provided in this paper further shows that, for some configurations, sending E frames that contains occluded regions ( Fig. 2(a) ) decreases the complexity while keeping competitive performance. Whereas shifting the occlusion filling operations from the decoder to the encoder has already a significant impact on the decoding complexity, the projection operation in the construction of virtual views is still too complex for a light hardware: it involves a pixel-based image compensation that involves several matrix multiplications for each displacement calculation. In the scheme presented in this paper, we thus propose to also reduce the complexity of the projection operation at the decoder (left part of Fig. 1(b) ). The approach is simple and consists in replacing the pixel precision by a block precision in the projection, where the block size is denoted by . 1 In other words, instead of calculating displacements pixel by pixel with several matrix multiplications, the proposed low complexity decoder performs projection for each block of pixels and uses the same disparity value for every pixel in the block the disparity value is calculated once, stored and used for the rest of the block). 
The dimension and thus the coding rate of the depth maps thus decrease in this case. As the quality of the projection is reduced in block-based approaches, we include in the E frames the resulting estimation error, so that the decoder can reconstruct views of good quality. The E frames thus contains the error due to the block-based compensation, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . At the receiver they are simply added to the projected view generated with the non complex VVS (in Fig. 1(a) ).
III. INTERACTIVE MULTIVIEW SYSTEM
Equipped on the original E frame idea proposed in the previous section, we present here the general system that offers a non-complex interactivity to the user. Table I gathers the different notations.
A. User Interactivity
For multiview video transmission systems with interactive 2D display at the receiver, the purpose of enabling the user to change the viewpoint is twofold. First, it lets the user choose the camera position and angle used to observe a scene. This is especially interesting when watching scenes that contain some localized points of interest such as sport, concert or game events. In that purpose, any kind of interactivity may be considered. In other words, random access or smooth navigation in the multiview content can both be envisaged. On the other hand, interactivity can also provide a sensation of immersion in the scene that could replace stereo displays that are not available on every type of devices (mobiles, laptop, etc.). One classical way of rendering three dimensions to the user is to transmit stereo sequences. The problem is that it requires complex and expensive hardwares (glasses, specific screens, etc). However the 3D impression is also provided by the look around effect due to smooth transitions between the different views [24] . This does not require specific hardware on the client's side. It is exactly the objective of our interactive multiview system, where we consider that users might decide to gradually switch views in any direction. For that purpose we also consider the synthetic viewpoints, obtained thanks to the E frames, in order to offer smooth transitions between the captured sequences. 
B. Proposed System
The general structure of the system is composed by different functions: capture, encoding, storage on a server, transmission to the user and decoding, as shown in Fig. 3 . After capture, the data (color and depth sequences) are compressed and transmitted to a central server called the main server (MS). The server then processes these sequences before storage. Their stored version is a compressed scalable bitstream that the user could access at the quality (or rate) he wants. For this operation, we use the reference scalable video coder described in [23] . In addition the server generates, codes and stores E frames that correspond to additive information that can be sent to the decoder in order to enhance the virtual view synthesis operation. The E frames described in the previous section reduce the computational power requirements at decoder and increase the quality of the synthesis of virtual views.
At the user side, we assume that a standard video decoder accesses the information stored on the MS via a networks with feedback channel. On one hand the enables the server to get some informations about the user navigation, and on the other hand, the is used to transmit a bitstream that enables the user to navigate between the views. This bitstream corresponds to a group of images called as set of frame (SoF). The depends on two parameters that define the level of interactivity in the system. First, we assume that the interval between two messages between client and server is equivalent to (expressed in ms), called as request interval; its value is set by the network and can be either fixed or adaptive. This also fixes the interval between two communications from server to client. Second we denote the time spent to transmit the bitstream as request delay, , expressed in ms). Note that a real time interactivity is possible as soon as . Note also that and can easily be expressed in number of frames when multiplied by the frame rate.
The proposed system allows multiple users with different capabilities to access to multiview content. Indeed the data description on the MS is not specific to one user due to its scalability. The MS only needs to prepare and transmit data specific to each user as soon as it receives clients' requests. Fig. 5 shows the detail of the server-client communication process. The highlighted frames correspond to the ones sent to the client after its request. The request happens frames before the effective beginning of the SoF. The SoF contains all the achievable E frames and all the reference frames that are also achievable and/or involved in the E frame generation. Note that, when becomes larger, the server needs to further anticipate user's navigation and the number of transmitted E frames increases; this is actually imposed by the network.
C. Server
We provide now more details about the multiview content that is present at the server. The reference sequences (color and depth) are stored in a H.264 scalable format [23] . The beginning of each GOP (i.e., the first intra frame) is synchronized between the views, in other words the GOP length is fixed and the I frames occurs at the same time in every view. Then the server also stores additional information for low complexity view synthesis, in the form of E frames. The E frame generation process is summarized in Fig. 1 and is based on two VVS algorithms. The so-called non complex VVS corresponds to the algorithm that is used at the decoder. It is designed such that it involves a low computational power for view synthesis. The complex VVS that is implemented at the server uses the output of the non-complex VVS, and the original input images in order to generate a higher quality synthesis of virtual images for navigation. This is considered as the target quality that users should experience. The E frame residual compressed on the server corresponds to the difference between the outputs of the non complex and the complex VVS block. They are used by the clients to replicate the output of the complex VVS algorithm, but with a low complexity decoder. The E frames are also coded and stored in an H.264 scalable format so that the users can access the level of quality they need. In contrary to the reference views, the E frames are coded and stored independently for two main reasons. Firstly, since we consider here an interactive scenario where a subset of the stored set of frames is sent to the user, the designed coding strategy tries to avoid dependencies between the frames. Otherwise the transmission of a frame requires the transmission of a set of images that are never displayed but act solely as reference frames, which is clearly suboptimal. This is why we design a scheme where the residuals are transmitted independently. Furthermore, in order to build a decoding strategy that is of low complexity and highly compatible with the current decoder, we mimic the structure of a classical video decoder that only performs the addition of an estimated frame and a residual that has been coded independently. The second reason is a question of performance. We could have designed a predicted coding algorithm based on classical video coding approaches instead of coding E frames with a H.264 Intra strategy. The residual would have been equal to the motion compensation of the previous residual plus another residual. Such an approach is not able to compete with the simple intra coding strategy that we use in our system (see Fig. 4 ). This is why we only propose an intra coding strategy for the E frames.
Note that the VVS algorithms require color and depth information extracted from one or several reference cameras. The number of reference views (e.g., one or two) used for E frame generation impacts on the amount of data needed to be transmitted and on the storage size on the server. Using one reference view has the advantage of reducing the need of reference information at the decoder. On the other hand, using two views reduces the size of occlusions and then the rate of the E frames. Moreover, it makes the synthesis problem symmetric and then reduces the number of necessary E frame descriptions. With one reference view, the server has to store two versions per E frames (one per neighboring reference camera), while only one description per E frame is necessary with two reference views. These properties are summarized in Table II . We consider in this work that two reference frames are used for the view synthesis.
IV. RATE-DISTORTION OPTIMIZED E FRAME CODING As the server prepares and transmits auxiliary information for offering smooth navigation at the decoder, the storage or bandwidth resource requirements might become important. We propose in this section a method for coding the E frames in a rate-distortion effective way, where we exploit user behavior models.
Let us denote by the frame of the view which can be a reference or virtual view. For the following we introduce the notion of frame popularity, that corresponds to the probability that the user chooses the view at time . Under this definition, we have as we assume that users look at one frame and only one frame at each instant . In this paper, we further assume, that every frame are a priori equiprobable. In other words, we assume that the user may watch the scene from every viewpoint with the same probability. Note that this assumption might not be exactly verified in practice because the views can have a different interest depending on the scene content. However, this choice does not limit the generality of our approach and the probability model can be modified without affecting the rest of the system.
For a given user, the frame popularity is however obviously conditioned by the current user position in the multiview context. Indeed, knowing that the user is watching the frame obviously impacts on the probability of looking at every with . To the best of authors' knowledge, it does however not exist any work in the literature that proposes and validates a user navigation model that could help calculating these conditioned probabilities. Thereby, in this work, we propose a simple empiric model that relies on basic observations of user behavior. In other words, we assume that a good user behavior model is known at the server, but the actual instance of such a model is not critical in our optimization methodology.
The navigation model considered in this paper is based on the following intuitive observations. First, the information of the knowledge of current user position is not sufficient for predicting the probabilities of choosing the next frames; the system needs to know whether the user is already switching from a view to another one or not. Indeed, let us assume that the user is navigating from left to right, i.e., from to , the user will more likely continue switching ( ) or remain on the current view ( ) than go back in the other direction ( ). 2 Besides, if the user has been looking at a particular view, he will more certainly continue to display this same view rather than switching to another view (left or right). Based on these observations, we introduce the following transition probabilities: 2 An identical observation is to be done for a switching from right to left. where corresponds to the probability that the user chooses the view at time knowing that he chose the view at and the view at . We dropped the time dependency in the notation for the sake of clarity, as the same transition probabilities are valid at any time . They are graphically represented in Fig. 6 .
These transition probabilities then permit to calculate the popularity of each frame, conditioned on initial state of the system. Let us assume that at a time a user is displaying the frame , and at he was watching the view . For a request interval and a request delay the set of achievable frames, i.e., the images that can be displayed in the next time instants, is defined by:
The popularity of each of these frames is calculated as follows:
In the following, we explain how we use the frame popularities in order to optimize different parts of the general scheme. In particular, we define a rate-distortion efficient coding strategy that gives more importance and typically more bits to the frames that have the highest popularity.
Let us assume that the server has calculated the frame popularity for every image of the future SoF sent at the receiver. The E frame encoding performance can be improved by the allocation of more bits to the frames that have higher chance to be displayed by the user. Based on the probabilities computed earlier, the encoder implements a rate allocation algorithm that adapts the quantization of the residual information in order to minimize the expected distortion at decoder. In other words, the encoder solves a problem of the form (6) where is the rate distribution vector limited by a total bit budget and is the distortion of the frame at instant in view , encoded with the rate . As the popularities do not depend on the rate distribution , this criterion has a classical form well-known in the rate allocation problem, and thus can be written as:
where is the Lagrangian multiplier. The resolution of such a problem is simple since it is separable, i.e., no dependencies between the distortions . In this allocation problem we focused on E frames problem. We leave for future works the search of the optimal balance between the rates of depth, reference texture and auxiliary information (as E frames), since it transcends the scope of the paper. Note that, as the reference frames are used to generate the virtual frames, they are coded with a good quality in order to limit the error propagation in the SoF. Further study on optimal balance between texture and color information can be found in [25] , [26] . In our experiments we observe that we must keep a good quality for the depth maps since their compression impacts on the quality of the rendered views and consequently on the size of the residual.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experimental Setup
The experimental results provided in this section have been obtained with the two sequences of color and depth information provided by Microsoft Research [27], the ballet and breakdancer sequences (at a resolution of 768 pixels 1024 pixels and 15 frame per second). Both sequences are 100 frames long and contain eight cameras. The RD curves correspond to an average of experiments with different user navigation paths. The generation of the navigation paths is performed with the same model as the one explained in Section IV, which means that the user behavior model used at the server is assumed to match the actual user behavior. We study different aspects of the system performance, like the influence of the system constraints, the storage/bandwidth tradeoff, the role of the user behavior model and the decoding complexity. Most of the experiments have been run with 10 intermediary views between each of the eight reference views 3 (otherwise it is specified). The reference views (color and depth) are coded using the scalable mono-view video codec, JSVM [23] . The GOP are synchronized between the views and between the color and depth sequences. The adopted temporal prediction structures in the GOP consider P and B frames. Since all the views are a priori equiprobable, the quantization parameters adopted in the experiments are the same for every views. The E frames are coded independently with the intra mode of JSVM. We also compare the performance of the proposed systems to baseline solutions.
B. Influence of Network Constraints
As explained in Section III-B, two external system parameters impact on the coding performance. The request interval size corresponds to the level of interactivity allowed by the system. This constraint is often mentioned in the literature but it is not clearly studied. For example, the authors in [17] consider a scheme with a request interval of 1 and state that, in case of larger values, the proposed scheme does not permit navigation during the time between two requests. This approach is not conceivable in our case since we want to provide a look around effect to the user. This is why we consider the request delay as an important parameter, and we enable a free navigation between two requests. Therefore the request interval impacts on the number of frames to be transmitted and thus on the quantity of data sent to the user. In Fig. 7 , we plot the RD behavior of the system for that is equal to 133, 266 and 533 ms (which respectively corresponds to 2, 4 and 8 frames). We observe that the penalty due to large values of is however reasonable. This is explained by the low cost of the E frames that does not significantly impact the system preference when their number increases. The performance reduction between two configurations can be easily compensated by decreasing the number of intermediate views depending on the target application constraints. Note also that our scheme can adapt to variations of the request interval during the decoding process since no precalculation is performed on the server that precisely depends on this constraint.
In this work, we also consider the constraint that corresponds to the time between a request and the effective transmission of the corresponding data. This parameter depends on the network latency and the time that the server needs to respond to clients' requests. This latter delay could be considerably high for all the methods that consist in transcoding or re-encoding the data in function of the user requests. In our work, everything is prepared and stored on the server beforehand. Then, the response time of the server is negligible since it only corresponds to the time needed to extract the appropriate bitstream from the scalable description stored on the server. The delay is thus dominated by the network latency. We measure the influence of the parameter and we show the results in Fig. 8 . Obviously an increasing value of penalizes the performance, but the consequences are not very important because of the reasonable cost of the E frames. As usual, this performance reduction problem can be handled by design tradeoffs, like decreasing of the navigation smoothness with smaller number of views or by limiting the number of available paths. 
C. Compromise Between Bandwidth and Storage
In a scenario where a user or multiple users simultaneously receive video sequences, the coding strategy has to deal with a compromise between the storage size on the server and the bandwidth of the transmitted data. A naive scenario in coding all the frames with numerous dependencies and effective prediction with JMVM [19] (i.e., most efficient codec for compressing a whole multiview sequence). However, the coding rate would be tremendous since the display of one frame would require the transmission of numerous other reference frames. This is not efficient in terms of bandwidth. On the opposite, one could consider a situation where the server could store sequences corresponding to all the possible prediction paths in order to optimize the amount of transmitted data. The storage cost becomes huge. These two examples show the intuition that reducing the bandwidth is often obtained by increasing the storage on the server (and vice versa) for a given level of interactivity. Some works (e.g., [17] ) aim at finding the coding approach that could give the optimal compromise between storage size and bandwidth. In our work, we do not optimize the prediction structure between the frames. Nevertheless, the tradeoff between bandwidth and storage can be achieved by proper coding of additional information, or by adapting the GOP size of reference views. Since the GOP does not have to be aligned on the value , it should be as large as possible for more effective compression, without penalizing delays. However, from a bandwidth point of view, the GOP size should be small in order to reduce the number of reference frames that are not directly used by the clients. In fact, the optimal GOP size depends on the rate of the intra and predicted images in the reference views. Indeed, if the intra frames are much heavier than the P-frames, the GOP size should be longer in order to reduce the number of I-frames. On the contrary, if the I-frames do not cost too much rate, the GOP should be shorter in order to be adapted to the user navigation.
Finally, another important element to consider in the GOP size selection is the behavior of the user. For example, the GOP size should be short if the user often changes views. Given a user behavior, we find the best GOP size that minimizes the transmission rate without penalizing the compression efficiency of the reference frames. In Fig. 9 , we show an example of GOP size selection with and without taking the user behavior into account. For a high number of paths, we have simulated the transmission of reference views sequences for different values of and different GOP sizes. For every values of and GOP sizes we have averaged the transmission rate over different navigation paths, and then we have determined the best GOP size for a given value of . In order to analyze the influence of the user behavior model in the decision, we have first determined the GOP size as if all the frames are equiprobable. In a second time, we have generated the path with the transition probabilities defined in Section IV. We have compared the bandwidth optimal GOP sizes in both cases. We can observe that the consideration of the user behavior in the selection of the GOP size leads to a rate saving of up to 6% in some situations.
D. RD Optimized Coding
We analyze now the benefits of considering the user behavior model in the rate-distortion optimized coding of the E frames. We fix the values of (8 frames) and ; we transmit the reference and virtual frames such that the view synthesis is performed with two reference images at the receiver, with a block size of 8. These reference sequences are coded with a GOP size of 16. Fig. 10 shows the comparison TABLE III  INFLUENCE OF THE PROBABILITY MODEL ON THE BJONTEGAARD GAIN BETWEEN THE CASES WITH AND WITHOUT MODEL-BASED RATE ALLOCATION of the system efficiency with and without the proposed E frame rate allocation introduced in Section IV. We can observe that the consideration of the user behavior model in the E frame coding brings a sensible improvement in terms of average RD performance compared to an encoding that ignores frame popularities.
We then vary the probabilities , , in the user behavior model of Section IV; for each configuration, we measure the performance for the systems with and without optimized rate allocation, while the decoding process follows the user behavior model. We propose four illustrative or extreme situations that could be seen on actual user navigation processes. The results are presented in Table III . The first remark concerns the very interesting gain that we obtain for every scenario when encoding is optimized by considering a user behavior model. In all the cases, taking into account the user behavior model leads to a non-negligible rate saving greater than 9% (in terms of Bjontegaard metric [28] ). Moreover, the different scenario considered in this experiment leads to quite different gains. In the situation where the user performs a random navigation, the gain is less important than in the situation where the navigation is almost deterministic (first line). In real situations, it is obvious that the user behavior would follow different modes depending on the scene content. Our results show that our rate allocation solution leads to interesting rate-distortion performance even with a more evolved probabilistic model that could detect the different navigation modes.
The model considered in the R-D optimization does not always capture the actual user behavior. Even if finding a accurate model is out of the scope of the paper, we propose experiments where the actual behavior at the receiver is slightly different than the one assumed at the server. More precisely, we add an error of 0.1 on the transitions probabilities. Results are shown in Table III . The error in the model reduces the benefits of the RD optimized E frame coding. However, this performance penalty is still reasonable for an error of 10% in the model. It is however interesting to note that the larger penalty is reached in the case of "almost no user switching", which represents an extreme case in view switching scenarios.
E. Decoding Complexity
We now analyze the performance of our system in terms of computational complexity at decoder, which was one of the main motivations for the construction of E frames. The machine used for these experiments is a quad cores, Intel(R) Xeon(R) (2.66 GHz). We consider in these experiments that the network delay, , is zero. In the first column of Table IV , we present the computational time savings of the proposed low-complexity VVS algorithm (block-based disparity compensation and summation of residual information). We consider different block The results demonstrate that our scheme leads to computational complexity savings that are really significant. The second column shows the complexity reduction for the whole decoding process, i.e., the reference and E frames decoding processes. The complexity reduction results are pretty convincing about the interest of transmitting additional information as the E frames in interactive multiview systems. This considerable decoding time reduction does however not come for free as the third column of Table IV shows it, since the variance of the residual information increases with . The effective cost of the E frames is shown in Figs. 11 and 12 . These figures represent the storage sizes on the server of the three following entities: the reference color sequence, the depth images, and the E frames. In Fig. 11 (resp. Fig. 12 ), the evolution of these quantities is given in function of VVS block size (resp. the GOP size of the reference frames) and in function of the number of intermediate views that we considered between the reference views. One can see that the E frames storage cost is not negligible but remains reasonable considering the number of virtual views that they can generate. For instance, the E frame size is slightly higher than twice the size of the color image reference, whereas they permit to generate 10 times more views, which considerably improves the smoothness of the navigation to produce the look around effect. It is also important to note that the storage size does not exactly correspond to the transmission rate. The cost of the E frames during the transmission between the server and a client is given in Table V . In these experiments, we transmit all the information needed for an interactive navigation at the receiver, and we measure, at medium bitrate, the weight of each entity (reference color, reference depth and E frames) in the total bit budget. We still assume here that the network delay, , is zero. Although this cost is not negligible, it is still smaller than one third of the total bit budget in the case of very smooth view transitions, (i.e., 10 intermediary views). If this cost is too high for given bandwidth constraints, one can reduce the smoothness of the navigation and consider a smaller number of intermediary views. For example, the results in Table VI show that, when the number of intermediary views is set to 5, the relative rate of E frames is sensibly reduced and never increases beyond 1/5 of the total bitrate.
Overall, the experiments shown in this section demonstrate that our scheme manages to provide a considerable complexity reduction with respect to the existing decoding schemes for interactive multiview navigation. The cost of this low complexity decoding is reasonable and further reducible by adapting the interactivity and navigation quality levels. 
F. Comparisons With Other Solutions
Our proposed system is a complement to the existing schemes rather than a completely different alternative, since it explores the virtual view synthesis with a low-power decoder assumption. Nevertheless, we present in Fig. 13 some tests that provide hints about the benefits of the E frames solution. In these experiments, we use the following coding parameters: (8 frames), , GOP size of 8. The E frames are transmitted using the RD optimized coding strategy. The proposed scheme (blue curve, squares) corresponds to a configuration with the block size . In order to measure the importance of E frames in the reconstruction quality, we plot the curves corresponding to the situation where the block size is identical (black line and crosses), but where the E frames are not transmitted and rather replaced at the decoder by a simple inpainting method (averaging of the neighboring pixels). This alternative system mimics the behavior of a decoder that cannot afford medium to high complexity in VVS. The resulting curves clearly highlight the benefits of E frames in terms of visual quality. Another interesting comparison is to consider that the decoding process is a bit more powerful and is able to calculate a dense projection ( ) with a similar inpainting as in the previous scheme (without E frame transmission). The results (represented in red line, losange) shows that for medium and high bitrate, it is worth sending residual information rather than having a very precise projection and bitrate savings. For lower bitrate, the relative performance is sometimes different. This is explained by the fact that the cost of the E frames is proportionally higher at low bitrate, exactly like the motion vectors in classical video coding.
Finally, we compare our scheme with the solution that consists in encoding the whole block of requested frames (set of frames, SoF, that the user would need for navigation) with H.264 MVC. Note that this scheme is not feasible in practice since the server cannot store all the possible blocks of frame nor even encode them in real-time. The comparison is still interesting since it shows the compression efficiency with respect to the classical MVC algorithm. The results are illustrated in Fig. 14. Even if, as expected, H.264 MVC-that relies on very efficient and optimized compression algorithm-outperforms our solution at high rate, it is very interesting to highlight that, at low bitrate, our scheme outperforms H.264 MVC. This shows the efficiency of the compression obtained with our method.
VI. RELATED WORK
Our work serves as a complement to the current literature that tackles the interesting problem of interactive multiview video coding or delivery. We see in this section that the existing methods address the problem of reference view transmission while our system rather studies the question of sending information to help the virtual view synthesis. This is not considered in the techniques detailed below. We review in this section the most relevant works that address the design of interactive video services.
The introduction of interactivity in video systems has first been explored for mono-view video where the problem consists in enabling the user to access every frame in the sequence with a minimum delay. With the classical coding schemes (e.g., H.264) if a user accesses a frame randomly, and if this frame is a predicted frame, the decoder has to receive and decode a set of intermediary frames, which leads to a non-negligible decoding delay. It requires the transmission of useless frames with a penalty in rate-distortion performance. Some solutions have been proposed in order to tackle this problem. One of them is based on SI and SP frames [29] , which are images added in H.264 bitstream that help for switching between two bitstreams or for random access. These SP/SI frames are constructed with motion prediction with reasonable encoding sizes. This solution is then less costly than simple solutions that transmit intra frames at the switching instants. Another technique [30] uses a similar idea of building predicted frames that do not depend on the reference image they are predicted from. It uses distributed source coding techniques and transmits hash information in order to construct the side information at the SlepianWolf decoder. The solutions proposed to solve the problem of providing interactivity in mono-view scenario lays the foundations of a general problem of adapting the encoding strategy to the user behavior. The general idea is to anticipate the user behavior with two possible alternatives: i) to send additional information or ii) construct a complete prediction structure between the images.
A straightforward extension of mono-view interactivity to multiview systems has been proposed in [31] , which adapts the concept of SP/SI frames to view switching. As in mono-view system, these frames constitutes additional information to help the transition between two predefined GOPs. While this approach is appropriate in the case of mono-view video (since the user does not switch too often), it becomes limited for view switching because the user may change the displayed viewpoint frequently, which requires a high quantity of additional information with SP/SI frames. Another approach has been proposed in [32] and reviewed in [33] . It consists in describing the signal in different layers with different levels of prediction. In other words, the encoder provides different descriptions of the signal that can enhance the frame reconstruction when the user changes the viewpoint. The user position is predicted using a Kalman filter. The authors in [34] alternatively propose to store multiple encodings on the server and to adapt the transmission to the user position. This however brings a high storage cost on the server.
As in the mono-view scenario, some other works adapt the prediction structure to the user behavior. In [35] the system performs real-time encoding and enables the user to switch at precise instants (when the target frame is intra coded). To tackle the limitation of real-time encoding, other works have been proposed such as in [36] , [37] where the multiview sequence is encoded with a GoGOP structure, that corresponds to a set of GOP. Inside a GoGOP the frames are coded using different predictions in order to preserve the compression efficiency. On the other hand, the GoGOP are coded independently in order to enable view switching without transmitting large sets of useless frames. The limitation of such methods in the fixed encoding structure, which cannot be easily adapted to different configurations. In some situation, the user may indeed change viewpoints more frequently than in other cases. Interested readers may refer to [24] and [33] that give a good overview of these interactive multiview decoding techniques. The first work that provides an optimization of the prediction structure for interactive decoding has been developed in [38] , [39] . The problem is formulated so that the proposed prediction structure reaches a compromise between storage and bandwidth. The possible type of frames are intra frames and predicted frames (with the storage of different motion vectors and residuals). Petrazzuoli et al. [40] have recently introduced the idea of using distributed source coding and inter-view prediction for effective multiview switching.
Both ideas of adapting the frame prediction structure and creating additional information have been merged in [17] , [41] that extend the work in [38] , [39] by adding another possible frame description type based on distributed source coding techniques. This has been recently extended in [42] by taking into account the network delay constraints. With this approach the description of the multiview sequence becomes quite efficient, but this solution does not deal with the question of view synthesis. The scheme proposed in this paper offers a complementary solution to such techniques.
Finally, another important issue in multiview video streaming is the design of systems that enable the transmission of 3D information to multiple heterogeneous users with data representation described above. The purpose of these systems is to meet users' requests under different constraints (e.g., delay, bandwidth, power resources, etc.). In this context, only a few works address at the decoder the problem posed by the limitation of computational complexity during the view rendering at the decoder. In [43] , the system contains intermediary servers that performs the virtual view rendering in the place of the light decoders and transmit the resulting images to decoders. However, this approach leads to high processing delays which can be addressed by choosing the appropriate remote rendering systems [44] . The SyncCast system [45] moreover enables the user to interact with each other for improved decoding performance. All of these works can lead to interesting extensions of our solution, where only one server currently delivers the video sequence to multiple users. The format of the data that we have considered moreover considerably reduces this processing delay because everything can be distributed to multiple servers.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have studied the question of reducing the required power (or increasing battery lifetime) at the receiver side of an interactive multiview video coding system. Our original idea consists in sending residual frame information that helps smooth view navigation at the decoder. We have shown that the cost of this additional information is reasonable and that it can be even reduced by integrating the user behavior in effective rate allocation strategies. Our work interestingly provides a system that could be readily implemented on the nowadays decoding devices. Finally, it introduces the idea of sending residual information for virtual views, which could trigger some future research work with additional purposes such as the improvement of the compression efficiency.
